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In this work we have investigated the effects of polymer architecture on the glass transition and secondary relaxations 
in a hyperbranched polymer, polyethyleneimine, (Lupasol PR8545) and its relaxation behaviour when incorporated into 
an epoxy resin matrix (DGEBA). Three systems have been analysed: Lupasol, epoxy and an epoxy/Lupasol mixture, 
denoted ELP, with a Lupasol content of 16.5 wt%. Dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) measurements at 
frequencies from 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz show three dipolar relaxations: γ, β and α for all systems. From the plot of 
log(frequency) versus reciprocal peak temperature, the different systems are compared and the activation energies for 
the γ- and β-relaxations and the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) parameters for the α-relaxation have been determined. 
This analysis has established that the γ-relaxation for the ELP system (32 kJ/mol) is very different from that for 
Lupasol (74 kJ/mol) but coincides closely with that of the epoxy resin (28 kJ/mol), and hence can be attributed to the 
mobility of the epoxy groups. The β-relaxation for the ELP system (82 kJ/mol) includes contributions both from the 
end groups of Lupasol (γ-relaxation) and from the intermediate groups of the epoxy chain (β-relaxation, 80 kJ/mol)). 
The α-relaxation for the ELP system deviates significantly from that for Lupasol, but superposes on that for the epoxy 
resin, and the values for the VFT parameters are very similar (A=36, B=1960±70 K, T0=205±3 K), from which it is 
concluded that it is predominantly due to the cooperative movement of the epoxy resin. In dynamic mechanical analysis 
measurements in shear at frequencies from 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz, both α- and β-relaxations are observed in all systems, the 
behaviour being similar to that found by DRS. 


